
invite magic into your home with
this powerful ritual guide

Your home is your sanctuary! 
 

Whether you live in a studio apartment
or a mansion, your home deserves to be
bursting with magic. This guide will walk
you through a powerful ritual to cleanse

the energy of your home and open the
door to magic. Blessed be!

 

November 2022 Ritual Box



Eucalyptus Ritual Besom Broom
by Emerald Moon

 
Beautiful enchanting mini broom with an earthy assortment of

dried florals, Sweet Annie, colorful green feathers, silk sari ribbon
and a golden moon charm. With pine, eucalyptus, and worm

wood, this broom will evoke and protect.
 

Hag Torch by Lit Rituals
 

Made from mullein stalks and pure white beeswax, each stalk is
lovingly dipped in an herbal medley of mugwort, rose, yarrow and

chamomile to heighten our ability to see through the veil and
communicate with ancestral spirits. The yarrow offers protection

to warn off any negative spirits and vibes. 
 

Frost Vase by CHIVE
 

This bud vase is perfect for honoring your ancestors with live or
dried herbs or flowers on your altar.

 
Ancestral Blessing Spray by Soapy Layne

 
Made with cedar, rose, frankincense and vetiver, this spray can be

used to enhance your connection to the other side. These
essential oils are carefully curated to connect with your roots and

renew your relationship with those who came before you.
 

Sardonyx Banded Agate Palm Stone
 

With this grounding stone you will be able to translate your
energies into tangible results.

 
Copper Bead Bracelet by Steel & Clover

 
With its antimicrobial, anti-fungal and anti-inflammatory

properties, wearing copper can help protect your body and
increase your energy.

 
 

In this box you'll find:



SOUND
The frequency of sound is one of the first forms of

energy cleansing. From the singing and drumming
early humans did around a fire, to the technology

of binaural beats and sound bowls, sound
permeates time and space.

SMOKE
Smoke is a power transmuter and alchemizer of
energy. You can burn incense, dried herbs, candles,
spell paper, wood fire, or even put a pot on the
stove with herbs and/or essential oils.

WAYS TO CLEANSE THE ENERGY
IN YOUR HOME

SALT
Salt is an essential tool in witchcraft because it can
block negative energy, protect, cleanse, and purify.
Place bowls of salt around your home to absorb
heavy energy and help shift the vibe.

In addition to the ritual, these are some quick and easy ways
to cleanse the energy in your home and shift the vibe.

You can do this daily, at the change of seasons, after visitors
leave, before visitors come, after an argument, or whenever
you want. Listen to your intuition and follow its guidance. 



Open Sacred Space by calling in the directions and elements:
East/Air

South/Fire
West/Water
North/Earth

Center/Spirit
 

Be sure to close your circle before you complete the ritual to preserve
the container and keep everyone safe.

 
Begin by grabbing your November Ritual Box and unwrapping

everything. Set all the items on a table and welcome them into your
home. It's time to make magic!

 
Start by taking 3 deep breaths, in through the nose and out through
the mouth, pushing your belly button to your spine to expel all the air

in your lungs. Then smile and thank yourself for investing in your
magic and spending this time with yourself.

 
Now, take the Ancestral Blessing Spray and spritz yourself, the room,
and all the items on the table. As you do this, set an intention for this

ritual. It can be to create space, to invite magic in, to connect with
your ancestors, all the above, or anything you like. Inhale the soothing

scent and allow the spritz to envelop you in safety.
 

Then ,take your besom and begin to "sweep" above the floor in a
clockwise direction in each room of your home. Physically, we use

brooms to sweep away dirt and debris. Magically, we use besoms to
sweep away negative energy in our home and sacred space. As you
sweep, dispel any heavy or negative energy from each room, while
you invite in magic and abundance. Sweep all this energy out the

back door, and place the besom bristles up at the front door to invite
in magic and positive energy.

 
 
 

RITUAL FOR A HOME WITH
BURSTING MAGIC 



Next, place the hag torch in a shallow bowl of water (for fire safety as
the flame will be high) and grab some matches or a lighter. As you

light the torch, recall your intention and ask the flame of the candle to
alchemize any energy that is not welcome in your home. You will let

the torn burn all the way down, so plan on about 30 minutes for this to
take place under a watchful eye.

 
Then, hold the agate palm stone over the smoke of the torch to

cleanse it and invite it into your home and energy. This palm stone is a
grounding energy to keep you centered and at peace in your home.

Place the crystal between your palms, close your eyes, take
a deep breath and program the crystal with your intention. When

you've programmed your crystal, place it somewhere you'll see it often
to remind you of your intention.

 
As the torch burns, gaze into the flame and recall your intention.

Envision your home being energetically clean, abundant, safe, and
magical. You can also take this time to call on your ancestors, guides,

angels, power animals, or higher self. As for guidance and assistance in
bringing your intention to the material world.

 
Now, hold the copper bracelet between your palms and charge it with
your intention. Copper is an incredible conductor, and in the magical
realm it can be used to provide harmonic connections between the

physical and spiritual realms. Place the copper on your wrist and vow 
to take action on your intention, with this bracelet as your

talisman and reminder. 
 

As the fire on the torch burns, take your vase and infuse it with the
same intention. You can choose to do whatever you like with this vessel.
Listen to your intuition and create you own magic. Vases are good for

holding things, like flowers and altar offerings, and they're also a way to
connect with the world beyond. Do as you wish.

 
Do a few more sprays of your Ancestral Blessing Spray in your vicinity

and take 3 deep breaths. Let the torch burn out.
 

AND SO IT IS. AND SO IT SHALL BE
 

Close your circle.
 



M o r g a n  G a r z a

Visualization Meditation

For each ritual box, there's a
guided meditation just for
you. Usually under 10
minutes, this meditation is an
anchor for the ritual.

Your guide through this ritual is Morgan
Garza, CMO of Saged, author, and witch.
She is an embodiment of the divine
feminine here to inspire you to become
your own guru by stepping out of the
darkness of fear and into the light of
activated awareness. She's also a
teacher on Saged!

Listen now!

https://morgangarza.com/


Show us your
ritual!
Tag us in your posts
or stories so we can
see how you make
you own style of
magic!

sagedshop.com

@sagedapp

From ritual boxes to moon
ceremonies, daily rituals to
workshops, we are here to
help you wake your witch
and  embody your power!

If you're not already
subscribed to save $11 and
receive ritual boxes
monthly, we highly
suggest it! We sell out
each month ... subscribe!

https://www.sagedshop.com/
https://www.sagedshop.com/products/saged-boxes-monthly-drops-for-your-spiritual-life
https://www.sagedshop.com/products/saged-boxes-monthly-drops-for-your-spiritual-life
https://www.sagedshop.com/products/saged-boxes-monthly-drops-for-your-spiritual-life

